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VOL. V, NO. '1

Honor Code?
Why have an Honor lJode?

It becomes apparent. then. to

How does it work? What are the
alternatives to our present

fully understand the system and

system? These questions may

most

have crossed many of our minds

permanent expulsion from -the

at some time since entering law
school and realizing that an
honor system existed at the U. of
Balto. law school.

Forum Wins Award

its possible ramifications - the
obvious

concern

being

In August. the FORUM won

may be traced to the fall of 1971

FORUM by Paul Luskin and
Jennifer Bodine. were reprinted

national

when the FORUM was first

competition for the Best Student

presented to the students via the

in lhe Daily Record of Baltimore

law school. which may effectively

Law newspaper. The award was

mimeograph machine whose

for use in the Law Day Edition.

end a legal career.
The present code

presented to representatives of

Editor was Stuart Goldberg. The

the

FORUM

the

The present 1974 Editor is
Paul Luskin.

regular

The FORUM is constantly
striving to improve news

was

adopted on March 23. 1970 by the

third

place

in

the

University

of

Baltimore

finally

reached

More recently these thoughts

students. It was formed by the

national meeting of the American

newspaper form and
fo~mat through the sometimes

may have become significant as

students and has continued to be

Bar Association - Law Student

controversial period of direction

coverage for the law student

the importance of understanding

administered by the students.

Division in Chicago. Illinois. The

by the 1972 Editor.

how the code may affect us in

with authority of the Dean, since

third place a ward. first official

Slovis.

body and provide a vehicle of
communication between the

facing liberal "open exam" policy.

its inception.
The jurisdiction of the Code is

recognition of the

What was possibly the first
attempt of a law school in the

limited to manners arising from

i

United States ' to employ this

the academic environment of the

type of testing procedure. gave

law student. This is further

students the option of making up

defined to include solely law

their own exam schedules. In-

school activities related to lying,

dications from the administration

cheating, stealing, or toleration

say this new system will be

of the same. Any offense that

utilized in the future with some
miJlf'lr changes.
There was only one charge of
an Honor Code violation that

involves only outside schoo\,
activities w':'uld 'thus '~lOt fall'
under the jurisdiction of the

arose

during

this

last

open

examination period. It was
subsequently dismissed at
preliminary hearing for insufficient evidence to warrant a
. trial. Does this fact of one charge
indicate

a

working

Honor

System? (not necessarily) The
answer lies only with each one of
us. Any self-disciplining system
is as good as the individuals who
believe in it. The crux of our
Honor Code- is basically mutual
trust in one another.

The
strength of enforcing such a code
is toleration of an offense. or
failure to report one is a violation
in itself. The system is not meant
to create a mandatory "ratting"
system

but

merely

a

more

t:Iexible academic working environment.
Probably. the first indication
to each student that he would be
subject to an Honor Code was
either in the Law School Bulletin
or more recently on p~ge 12 of
the latest schedule of classes.

code. For example. lying to a
fellow

law

student

about

something totally unrelated to
school. although occurring in
school. is not an honor _code
violation.

Neither

would - the

theft of a car which occurred off
campus

be

an

Honor

Code

violation. Even though the thep
of a car' may bring discredit upon
the school through subsequent
identification and association
with Baltimore Law School. the
Code has no jurisdiction to act
upon such ,a matter.
The intent in having an Honor
Code in law school is to strive for
those ideals of professional
responsibility. that can be
developed while studying to be
future attorneys. The legal
profession is facing an all-time
low ebb of public trust and
confidence. If we can't handle
simple honesty as law students.
how can we handle. as lawyers.
an all encompassing code of
professional - responsibility.

There. it w.as mentioned that a

which

code existed. and a condition of
enrollment was subjection to the

disciplinary rule as DR-lOl
avoiding even the appearance' of

jurisdict.ion of the Honor Code as

impropriety.
The alternatives

adopted by the Student Bar.
Thus the code was automatically
thrust
students.

upon

all

entering

contains

a

broad

of not

having an Honor Code are less
desirable than the problems of
administering some form of a
continued on pg. 6

Student Bar Association at the

Harvey

In 1973. the FORUM began to

efforts of

students.
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Students in this field. was given
for the Law School newspaper
judged on the basis of journalistic quality and service to the
student community.
The history of the FORUM

Ii

~!~
.......

··.11.

change to a somewhat more
University of Baltimore Law

i

Association and the Law School

broad publication both in content

Administration. This year the

and distribution with the efforts

FORUM will print over 4.000
copies to be dislributed on a

of a dedicated staff and a terrific
Editor. Da niel DiBenedetto.

state-wide level. This year the

During the course of publica tion.

FORUM has announced its inI ention to again try for the first
place honor.

two articles

written

for

th e

IEEOC Law Forum To Be Held ' l
The Baltimore chapter of the
Federal Bar Association will hold

structure of the Equal Employment Opportunit y Com -

an all day equal employment

mission. racial quot.as, and Equal

opportunity law forum October
10 at the Holiday Inn Downtown.

Pay Act. The first panel will be
directed by Peter Rober tson.
office of Executive Director.

There

will

be

two

panel

discussions. with the first
presenting an overview of
discrimination laws including a
legal definition of discrimination.
Title Vii Civ-il Rights Act. Equal
Employment

Act

of

1972.

EEOC.
The second pa nel will deal
witb procedure and will cover
such areas as filing of charge.
deferral to city and state
agencies , time limits . investigation by the EEOC. steps

to achieve compliance and af-

firmative action programs. The
panel discussions will be addres se d by Joseph Eddins,
associate general counsel. appellate litigation division. office
of general counsel, EBOC.
The afternoon workshops will
prese nt tw o simultaneous
programs: 1) Defending a Civil
Rights action. and 2) Prosecution
of a Civil Rights Case.

THE FORUM
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Class Action Clout---Stymied by Eisen
by Charles J. Iseman

'of class members not a party to

The means of class action

ten or more odd-lot transactions

securities laws", because no class

dings, made in the absence of

within the particular four-year

member has a sufficiently large
claim to motivate him to request

established safeguards, may

exclusion from the class to bring

and place an unfair burden on the
defendant."

period in question.
(b) individual notice to 5000
class members to be selected by

suit individually, and because

a statistical random sampling

adequate representation of each

the actions

(c) notice by publication in the

class member's interest, rather

Wall Street Journal and other

than strict notice, is the gist of

generally applicable to the class,

New York and California-based

Rule 23 class actions. The Court

thereby making appropriate final'

newspapers.

rejected these contentions by

suits to cure social ills is greatly

(2) defendant acts on grounds

narrowed as a consequence of the
U.S. Supreme Court ruling in
Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin, 42

injunctive relief or correspon-

L W. 4804. It is now less prac-

ding declaratory relief

finding that the Rule 23 (c) (2)
The District Court found that
the

cost

to

implement

this

requirement of "individual notice

ticable for a plaintiff, who suf-

(3) court finds that questions

fered nominal damages, to bring

of law or fact common to the class

scheme would be $21,720. Then

identified

a class action suit on behalf of a

predominate over questions

the District Court struggled with

effort"

very large class, each person of

affecting individual members and

the question of which

which suffered nominal damages,

finds that a class action IS the

should

of

designed for the protection of

against

best method for fairly and ef-

notification; it realized that

class members. Although the

derives great economic profit

ficiently

imposing the costs upon plaintiff

real gut question, whether high

from his wrong.

troversy.

would, in effect, terminate the

cost

possibly

\

a

wrong-doer

who

deciding

the

con- ,

bear

this

party

cost

through
is

a

discretionary

of

reasonable

strict

non-

requirement

notice

renders

action

unreasonable the effort required

alleged actual damages of only

because plaintiff would not pay

to identify the members, is never

$70, brought suit on behalf of

such a large sum to litigate his

faced in these explicit terms, the

himself and all other odd-lot

small claim; it also realized that

Court

traders on the New York Stock

it would be unfair to burden

question negatively and indicates

Exchange (NYSE) against the

defendant with the costs of a

that the cost of notice is not a

defendant odd-lot brokers. and

possibly groundless claim against

factor _!n

the NYSE. The complaint alleged

it. The District Court decided to

reasonableness of the effort to

In Eisen, the plaintiff, who

meritorious

to all members who can be

implicitly

answers

determining

the

that the class, consisting of over

hold a preliminary hearing on the

notify.

merits to determine if plaintiff

plaintiffs appeal that he should

charged in its NYSE odd-lot

could show it was more than

not bear the full cost of notice

trading as a result of defendant-

likely to prevail at trial. The

because the Court found that:

Charles Iseman

brokers' monopoly of the odd-lot

"minihearing"

was

held

Justice Douglas, with whom
Justices Brennan and Mushall
concurred, dissented in part and
said that the cause should be
remanded with instructions to
narrow the class into a more
manageably-sized

subclass,

in

accordance with Rule 23 (c) (4),
rather than being remanded with
instructions to dismiss. He said
that, although plaintiff can still
file an

amended

purporting

to

complaint

represent

a

smaller sub-class, the District
Court has authority, under 23 (c)
(4), to order a narrowing of the
class.

the

six million persons, was over-

The

color the subsequent proceedings

Oourt rejected

and

The effect of the Eisen case,
hence, is to make it more difficult
for a nominally-damaged plaintiff
to .bring a class action. Plaintiff
must

either

represent

a

relatively small class or else
probably face an unreasonably
high cost to maintain the action

In earlier litigation, the Court

resulted favorably to plaintiff,

(1) Rule 23 does not grant any

as a class action because he must

per

of Appeals, in Eisen II, 391 F . 2d

court authority to conduct a

notify every idtntifiable class

share charged by the odd-lot

555 (1968), found that only Rule

with a court order that defendant
pay 90% of the notification costs.

dealer on an odd-lot transaction,

23 (b) (3), of the above, applied to

The U.S. Court of Appeals in

merits of a suit, to determine its

market and their setting the oddlot ' differential.

(amount

.._ ...~.I:!l.".g!l~W~lf,~~"'-iI:R:JI.,.-"'" thj:

,Eisen ~Il~%

~

~as,,; it -F,...,.,·.he {alit tha~
the class consisted only of small

stock) at an excessive level.

claimants eliminated the "risks"

reversed and eld that Rule 23
(c) (2) fequires notice to all

thereby violating the Sherman

of 23 (b) (1); it abo found that 23

identifiable

Anti-Trust Act, 15 U.S.C. S1.

(b) (2) applies only to actions

regardless of their number, and

The complaint also alleged that

exclusively or predominately for

held that plaintiff must pay all

the defendnat-NYSE failed to

injunctive or

regulate the odd-lot differential

Therefore

declarator~

the

relief.
notice

for the protection of investors,

requirements of Rule 23 (c) (2)

thereby violating the Security

apply:

and Exchange Act of 1934, 15
U.S.C. SS78.
After eight years of litigatiJn
on the questions pertaining to

'lIn any class action main-

inquiry,

into the

~Oo..5,. \~ raintat~bili~Y as ,a class action

block of less than 100 shares of

class

preliminary

members,

costs of notice arising under Rule
23 (c) (2).

(2) Rule 23 (c)

in

which

directs the court to determine

member. In cases with a large
number of nominally-i njured

. :J?.9-t~p.r,0..! ,;;~~~~ S-.o~,illbe~~, J!!is
becomes extremely>-difficult '- the
judicial system won't adequately
handle such cases. Instead, such

maintainability of the suit as a

nominally-injured plaintiffs are

class action as soon as practicable

left to seek governmental action,

after commencement of action,

whenever appropriate; at this

requires

juncture,

the court solely to

determine whether the Rule 23

governmental

machinery seems to more often

The U.S. Supreme Court,

requirements are met and not

inure to tlJe benefit of the well-

through Justice Powell's opinion,

whether plaintiff will ' probably

endowed defendant - regulatory

tained under subdivision (b) (3),

affirmed both these holdings.

the court shall direct to the

Plaintiff contended that in-

prevail
(3)

agencies often .seem to be the
"a

preliminary

deter-

."regulated." The

Eisen

should

be

mination of the merits may result

because

the

in substantial prejudice to a

represents another good r eason

circumstances, including in-

prohibitive cost would end the

defendant, since of necessity it is

why a strong Federal consumer

Court gran ted certiorari to

dividual notice to aU members '

suit as a class action and "ef-

not

protection

resolve problems concerning

who can be identified through

fectively frustrate plaintiff's

traditional rules and procedures

created to restore a balancing of

reasonable effort. . ."

attempt to vindicate the policies

applicable to civil trials. The

interests in the consumer arena.

underlying the anti-trust and

(district) court's tentative fin-

members of the class the best

dividual

notice

the maintainability of the suit as

notice

dispensed

with,

a class action, the U.S . Supreme

notice requirements arising

practicable

under

the

under Rule 23 of the Federal

Later, the U.S. District Court

Rules of Civil Procedure. Under

held the suit to be maintainable

Rule 23, a suit is maintainable as

as a class action, found that the

a class action if it meets the four
Rule 23 (a) requirements of (1)

prospective class contained six
million members, two mjllion of

impracticability of joinder, (2)

whom

accompanied

by

the

that

case,

from

perspective,

agency

should

be

Student Directory Delayed

iden-

The S.B.A. has announced

common questions of law or fact,

tifiable by name and address, and

that publication of this year's

directory

(3)

found that the cost to notify

student directory will not appear

representatives or the S.B.A.

these two million members to be

until the third week of October

office. The notice drew four

$225,000. The

because of a new University

responses.

policy
concerned
safeguarding student

tember 17 that its procedure was

representative

claims

or

nature

defenses

and

of
(4)

protection of class members. In
addition, the suit must meet one
of

the

three

Rule

23

(b)

, requirements:

reasonably

District

Court

declared that neither Rule 23 (c)
(2) nor the Due Process Clause of
the U.S. Constitution required so

(1) prosecution of separate
actions would create a risk of (a)
inconsistent or varying adjudications

wf re

resulting

in

substantial an expenditure and

inviting students who wanted to

with
privacy.

according

to

to

notify

their

The S.B.A was told Sep-

Before the listings can be
printed,

exclude their own data from the

S.B.A.

inadequate,

and

conformity

with

not
a

in

full

general

following

President Apgar, students 'must

University ' policy promulgated

notification scheme:
(a) individual notice to all

give their individual affirmative

September 5. Instead, the S.B,A.

consent to publication of ad-

will be required to conduct a

member firms of the NYSE, to

mass mailing of approximately

proposed

the

estab lishing incompatible
stapdards of conduct for the

commercial bands with

large

dresses and phone numbers. The
S.B.A. had appraoched ,th e

defendant, or (b) disposing, as a

trust departments, and to 2000

privacy problem by printing a

practical matter, of the interests

identifiable class members with

notice in the S'.B.A. Newsletter

1500 computerized consent forms
before compiling the directory.
Drew Apgar
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U .B~'s N ewProfs: Scholarship With Experience
Phillip. G. Lambert:
A May, 1973, graduate of U.E.
Law School, Mr. Lambert is
entering his first teaching
position with a desire to aid

/

ministration has done a "good

day. Observing that the library is

In his spare time he parachutes

School.

job." While he feels the preJent

"barely

and rides a motorcycle.

phasized that students need to

classrooms,
~Lambert

students in learning the law. His

advises that the library
could be bigger and admonishes

teaching assignments comprise

the law community that the need

Legal Research & Writing and

for

librarian

law

(Yale

has

/~nd' / 600,000 volumes) with a need to

resources

periodicals are adequate, Mr.

a

adequate"

is

Mr.

Goodenough

em-

teaches

broaden their legal education

expand, he sees his students as

International Law a nd ' Law

beyond t he confines of the U.S.

hard working, the faculty as

&Psychiatry at U.B. Law School.

. "personally

very

nice

and

Mr.

Goodenough

He thinks that the new "state

"Internationa l Law

fills

a

gaping hole by putting legal

friendly" and he is pleased with

system

acce lerate

'ed ucation into a world nich e,"

of

the administration. Additionally,

tremendously the growth of U.E.

said Goodenough. He, also, cited

will

Agency & Partnership, but Mr.

p~ramount

importance to the

he hopes to see U.E. Law School

Law School," and that Dean

the faculty for having experience

Lambert is also working on an

U.E. Law School. As to his plans

take on more faculty, blacks and

Curtis

requisite

in the legal profession and being
the "men on the firing line of
law."

L.L.M. thesis (Standing to Sue)

for the future,

at

hopes to get through

the

George

Washington

Mr.

Lambert

(~d.

women, who are qualified and

flexibility and foresight to .ad-

are interested in such public

vance and enhance the 'l1:E. Law

Doesn't

interest areas of law as Cor-

semester

everyone!) but he has not been

porate Responsibility, Consumer

lives with his wife, Susan, and

discouraged as yet.

Protection and Women's Rights.

their two daughters, Elizabeth
Davison's

bac~ground

varied

includes an M.S. in

engineering from Cornell, a J .D.
from Yale and three years with
the Navy on shore duty

in

Washington, D.C., where he was
involved

in

env ironmental

pollution control. Between years
at Yale, Mr. Davison worked in
Colorado in the environmental
law field and has co'authored a
book with Victor Yannacone and
Bernard

Cohen

entitled

En-

vironmental Law and Remedies,
I

'f\hillip·· Lambert>

Garnering

... .. ':",, '

practical

ex-

perience to help his teaching is
one of '.VIr. Lambert's plans for
the future. "One has to have
experie nce to get experie nce,"
says

Lambert.

But,

meantime, he relies

In

o~

the

a great

deal of class participation with
the ,c ase study method. Lambert
co ntinued , "I don't
students

can

learn

believe
the

law

through lectures only, but I can
aid students in lea rning."
Mr. Lambert recognizes that
U.E. Law School is at a dramatic
point in its academic development

and

fe e ls

t he

ad·

BookStore Review

Stephen A.G. Davison:
Mr.

"\11 J

the

this

National Law Center. He
commutes from Laurel, where he

who is ten and Bridget who is

has

j'r1\is' writing 'the" 'S\fp'ti(emehts I
therefor. Feeling that "teaching
is probably the best way to make
long· term changes in society,"
Mr. Davison's current courses at
U.E. include Griminal Procedure
and Property, with two classes in
each course. In addition, he will
be offering Environmental Law
d~rin.g

Mr.

the spring servester.
Davison

lives

10

Alexandria with his wife, who
teaches in the parochial schools.
The Davisons recycle paper, cans
and trash, but Mr. Davison says
that his students will certainly
point out the "ethical problem of
his commuting" to U.E. every

Robin W. Goodenough:

CURLANDER LA W BOOK CO.

who

are

trapped

the

financially, Ms.Strecker offers a

with a multifarious background,

largest selections of law books in

.thirty day charge account for

Mr. Goodenough received

his

the City? If you are~ then the

legal texts, a policy not to be

B.A. from' Yale, a nd M.A. in

Curl ander Law Book Co. should

found in many stores catering to

Education from California State

be t he place to go. Under the able

the la w stud ent. This charge

University at San Diego, a J.D.

guidance of Ms. Nelle Strecker,

policy,

the Cur lander Book

honesty

Coming to U.E. Law School

from

the

UnivPl'sity ' of Dan

Interested

in

one

of

Co. has

founded

on

the

basic
la w

of the average

Diego School of Law and a Ph. in

grow n to be one of the best

student in settlin g debts, is one

Psychology from the U.S. In-

places for students lookin g for

of the most libera l advances

ternational University in San

the widest range of text and

made to student,

Diego. He served with the Navy
in W.W. II and Korea, qualified

outline

generally

as

sprightly, outgoing lady, offers

a

Navy

Frogman

and

materials

in

the

Baltimore Area. Ms. Strecker, a

curr.e ntly is a captain in th~ U.S.
Naval R~serve. Mr. 5~~denough

)free text ad~vice as well as free
cookies and candy to those who

has

optically

been

a

Councilman

and

Mayor for Coronado, California, a

tr~.verse

her numerous

shelves of legal text materIal.

on

who

the

are

bottom

of

everyone's list.
In the past, Curlander's has
had

considerable

problems

getting the University 01
Baltimore Law School book list of
required

books

for

the

·President of two California
corporations dealing with

In-

schools and professors provide

and

Curlander's with the book list in

Securit ies, a successful life in-

advance so that the texts may he

sura nce,

Real

Estate

semesters.

ap-

proaching

Most

$20

ordered
in time. However, the U
,

. 'million In sales in seve nteen

. of Baltimore has been highly un·

years, a practicing attorney," a

co-operative in this area, citing

curance

saleman

having

consultant and special

the desire of th e U of Baltimore

assist~nt

to a Deputy Assistant Secretary

book store to maintain a sort of

of Defense, a teacher in several

monopoly over the sale of texts
to the law students. To ease the

high schools, colleges and law
schools, etc., etc., etc. With so

J,! ro blem, students from the

much extra time on his hands,

Baltimore law school take over

Mr. Goodenough is married with

the list to Ms. Strecker as soon as
the list is placed in the book store

three daughters and three dogs.

Curlander539-4716
Law Book Co.
525 N. CHARLES STREET
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21201

Mrs. Strecker
Curlander's specializes in the

at the U of Baltimore.

publishings of West, Foundation
Press and the Little Brown Law
Book

Companies.

Throughout

her shop, one can find all of the
legal materials needed to plow
through the law school years.

Open till 5 p.m. until October 25

Case Books --Prep,r·. d Briefs
Tex, Books -Gil"." Su .... ari.s
U. C. C. Hand"ook

I,. fx•••1 .,.. '0 .""5""

students

I" fXI.S

'''one and MAIL OIlDERS
pr••p"r fill.d

Filled to t he brim with masses of
Smiths, Ziontz, and Gilbert
outlines, the store also contains
endless varietCes of Hornbooks,
case books, nutshell series. and
legal briefs. If one does not find
what he is looking for, then Ms.

The Curlander Law

l~k

Co.

Strecker will expeditiously fill

is located at 525 North Charles

the bill with whatever special

Stre et,

order s that are necessary .to

monument. On street parking is

fulfill the demands of all .o f her

availab le

!customers.
For

the

benefit of those

just

south

until

of

4:00

the
p.m.
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Pardon Me?
The latest series of actions by
the lower level judges in some
areas in regards to the release of
prisoners as a response to the
Nixon pardon is unwarranted
and an injustice to the society
which the Court is deemed to
protect. The argument that it is
now established that all men are
not equal under the law vis-a-vis
the Nixon pardon, is superficial.
Weare

governed under a

Constitution

that

allows

the

The Night Side

he discriminated in favor of the

by

object of his compassion.

Evening Student Bar Association

clemency, that everyone else in
identical circumstances should
also receive clemency, then the
instrument could not be used
because investigation into the
obvious issues and conclusions
would be endless and ambiguous.

United

States."

Perhaps

This column,of the Forum has
traditionally been used by past
presidents of the E.S.B.A. as a
means to communicate existing
and planned activities of the
Student Bar Association in
general and

the E.S.B.A.

in

particular. It will still serve that
purpose

not spec~fY that the

E.S.B.A. Newsletter, published

nece~sary;

President shall have the

generally

when

however the S.B.A.-

bi-weekly will obviate much of
the material normally carried
here. It is therefore my intention

power to grant

to devote much of this space to

Executive Clemency should be
abolished, however, no one is

President,

The Constitution does

and pardons for offenses against
the

Harvis,

If it is required to be proved,
before the President can extend

President of the United States
the "power to grant reprieves

David

discussion of, for want of a better

reprieves..•......

phrase, the academic life <l,.uality

saying that directly and publicly.

of the Evening Law Student at
The hysteria portrayed by

So long as the

the

media

and

some

self-

righteous politicol, claim tha't

Presidential prerogative

President Ford failed in his duty
to the republic, made a mockery

sUI'vives, it is clearl.Y

of the claim of equal justice
before that law and promoted
more public discord. If there is to
be discord, then it will be only

intentional~y

and

because it has been stimulated.
The Constitution does not specify

discriminator.Y·

that the President snail have the
power to grant reprieves and

~o

long

as

the

Pr-esidential

prerogative survives, it is clearly
and intentionally discriminatory.
President Lincoln, by commuting
the death sentence for a soldier

\m one

occasion during the Civil

pardons only when there is a
clear and popular sanction for the
granting of said

pardons.

It

authbrizes the President to make
up his own mind

respecting

clemency and executJ
authority.

that

Editor

the University of Baltimore.
Why does one attend Law
School~ ~lght, opting fo~ a '
program which will take 4 years
to complete, instead of going to
day school, which can be completed in only 3 years (not taking
into account those fortunate (lay
and evening students who are
able to shave off '/2 year from the
normal program)? The answer
.generally given is that ', the
financial or family circumstances
of the night student make day
school unfeasible if not impossible. Unfort;nately many
night students make the mistake
of assuming that these same
circumstances prevent them
from participating in many of the
Law School related programs

·----------------------------.and
War, would not have denied that

activities which can enhance
their Law School careers and in

HELP

many

cases

their

later

professional life. In this and

It is a well-worn commonplace that a vigorous, imaginative press is

school

wide

chosen

to

competition

are

FIRST YEAR

represent

the

ORIENTATION PROGRAM

University of Baltimore in the
regional competition of the

In any measure of the quality
of legal education provided by a
the success

and

national moot court program

law school,

sponsored by the A.B.A., and if

quality of its students is primary.

they are successful in the

This year

regional competition will move

Baltimore School of Law directed

on to the national finals. Unfortunately for night stude~ts,

a great deal of effort to its First

this program by its very nature,

attempt to provide a viable basis

the

University of

Year Orie'ntation Program in an

demands many long hours of

for entering students to begin

extremely intensive work. Some

the study of law. In the past,

night . students will find this

such programs have been for the

incompatible w ith their . life

most part, heavily weighted in

styles, but for those who can and

favor of tbe day law ' stud~nt in

will participate, the rewards are

terms of both time and ex-

many. The experience gained in.

perience. This year the Evening

legal research and writing will

Orientation was expanded to 5

prove invaluable in law school

full evenings plm; a Saturday

ac-

exam. Evening students covered

courses

and

professional

tivities even for the participants

the same

who do not win in competition.

students

Th ~ program offen&one of the
few chances a student may get ,to

material

as

day

and shared substa~tiaify the same exper{~hces.--"'~
-·,j~r;Aitii8il~lflf1·s r'$iil\osailikW-hat
-

prepare and orally present a case

early for a comprehensive final

before a judge, and thus cultivate

evaluation, all indications are

some of the skills and poise

that the

needed by a trial lawyer. The

effective. Dean Richard Buddeke

program

was

most

value of success in competition,

has termed this year's Evening

either school wide or national, to
the resume of al! applicant for

Orientation Program "The most
successful ever". This success

any legal" l?~si~ion it~ I , ~hink, ..• was d?e in ' gte~t " part 't'O1'the
ob",ious.
~olillltee'r ' evening seu(limt
For those night students who

counselors whose time and ef-

would like to partake of the moot

forts helped implement what I

court experience, but do not feel

feel was the firsLreally effective

they can devote the time and

orientation program for evening

effort necessary to prepare and

law students at this school.
I . would like to take this

argue a brief, there are several
positions available as student

opportunity to thank Norman

administrators of the moot court

Johnson,

progra.m. These positions are

Chairman and counselQrs Anita

appointed

Stuppler, David King, -Lindsay

on

the

recom-

Evening

Orientatio!l

mendation of the E.S.B.A. and

Schlottman,

are worth 1 hour free academic

Janet Stilwell, Jane Swanson,

Brooke

credit to participants.

Pat Day,

Tom

Murdock,

Morrow,

Ed

future columns, I will discuss

I think it is worthy of mention

the hallmark of a healthy community spirit - and a law school, whatever some of these programs and
its special priorities and dema~ds, has the same need. We hope to activities from the standpoint of

that last year's team from the

Gilbert, Bob Agents and Henry

University of Baitimore School of

Morales.
The orientation counselor

further that kind of journalism, orienting the FORUM to issues

their feasibility and value to the

generally and informally discussed among students and faculty, but

evening law student.

seldom yet approached with real deliberation - the pertinence of A.B.A.
accreditation criteria, the machinations of the General Assembly and
their impl!cations for State affiliation, the quality of our facilities,
minority enrollment.
What is needed at this end is new thoughts and views - from upperclasspersons who have not been with us before, as well as entering
students. We have asked, and will continue to ask, for fresh 'student
input. It is necessary to assure the growth and vitality of the FORUM
an~

the law school community itself.
W.S.W.

MOOT COURT
One of the most successful
programs sponsored by the Law
School is Moot Court. On one
level, it is offered as an academic
course

for

1

hour

credit.

Students in teams prepare and
argue appellate briefs on a predetermined
issue.
Those
students who are successful in

Law

won

the

regional

com-

Button,

Joe.

Hugar,

Terry

petition in this area and went on

program is one of the best ways

to do very well in the national

an evening student can serve the

competition.

Of

the

three

University of Baltimore School of

students on the national team,

Law and I would

two were night students.
Any night student interested

student to consider it in coming

urge any

years.

in the moot court program may
contact me, or John D. Braden,
Chairman of the Evening Moot

INext issue: Law Review and

Court Program, through either
the E.S.B.A. or Forum offices.

Evening Student Bar Association
activities 1
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From the Dean's Desk===============================c 'Women
This is the second consecutive

Weston, our new Director of Law

year in which the number of

Placement, will also do a sub-

applicants for the three hundred

stantial amount of teaching for

places in the entering law class,

the

Law

School,

I

giving

facilities. The Maryland State

Bar Association, the ' Ia w studen t

Co llege

faculty

newsletter)
offices.

or

We

exceeds

2,500.

funds in its 1976 fiscal year
the effective use of the voir dire

School

in

The

This

(76th

the

Professor

faculty.

have

full-time

Walter

A.

New York Law School, holds five
degrees

in

law,

culminating in ' his Doctor of
, J~r.idical

Science,

rE(ce,ived

from

J.$p. degree
New

York

University. Dr. Raf;lko has ~ore
than 20 years of full-time law
teaching
teach

experience.
Evidence

He

and

will

J uris Doctor degree from Yale

.~,!:lR1Yfr.~~t~\J ME: J?f,v'~~~~J. i~J'coaut~or of" EJlviron\TIenta~

and

Remedies

Rights
(2 volumes),

Dean Joseph Curtis
Professional Responsibility and
however, been able to make a
~l1!,ega\F (' M'e't}jo'd ' lrl " l!I;'~ ' next
move for the bett~t:,'-l'hysically,
t~
. semester.
in the ·concentration of the Law
T

•

School administration. The Law

taking _ appropriate

exercise in group participation,
and perhaps to keep the group
awake :lfter a dinn er described
by the delegates as below par for

made

ABA

of all

women's

correctional

stitution,

she

in-

divided

the

delegates into small groups to

Education and Admissions to the

develop

Bar

questions. These questions were

issued

the

following

on

January

1,

sample

voir

dire

designed to elicit responses that

,1975, the University of Baltimore

would demonstrate sexual bias

will become a part of the state

either

supported Maryland College

defendant significant in the

for

or

against

the

System; and, there are reasons

partidular crime involved - such

. to ex pect that be the e~d of the

as rape - or that would show their

first hiilf of _1975 there will be

probable acceptance or rejection

firm undertakings by education

of the female attorney defending

authorities

or prosecuting the case.

in

Maryland,

sup-

branches

Baltimore's delegates actively

supported

the

bid

of

of

the

provide

the

. Temple University to host next

University of Baltimore School of

year's conference, hoping that

government,

Steven A. G. Davison has his

and

a

executive

Procedure in this fall semester.

jury

the ABA. This is the annual

ported by the legislative and

Civil

exposing

representatives,

"WHEREAS,

Rafalko, formerly dean of the
earned

Bar

. Council of the Section of Legal

members

an d

action for one's client. As a n

underwent

American

discovering

sexual bias or prejudice in the

Consultant on Legal Education to
inspection

last year's medians.
to

no

including Dean Jam es P. White,

percentile), a little higher than

added

we

by

Association

undergraduate academic

been

June

inspection

average and 595 Law School

new

is

funds, but ·it is certainly a good

this year's entering class are 3.1

Four

This

'step toward materia li zation.

1974-75 session. The medians for ·

score

buildin g.

ass urance that we will get the

class with which to begin the

Test

continued from pg. 8

included

capital budget for a new Law

result if, once again, to give us a

Admissions

has

ha ve ,

very well qualified fitst year

(B)

System

law

150 in each day and evening
divisions,

Law

offices (Law Review, Student

. "Forum"

of

to

Law with new and adequate

the Philadelphia location would

facilities, a provision which along

mean that a great number of

with imp;'ovements that affect

Baltimore's women students

the faculty, will enable this law

would

be

able

to

attend.

school to be considered for full

However,

the

approval by the American Bar

delegation

threw

Association;

breaking votes to California. Ms.

Yannacone, Cohen, and ' Davison,

A good step forward in the

Lawyer's Co-op. He will teach

progress of the Law School has

School

Introduction to Law, Property

been the appointment of a full-

secretarial staff, law admissions

and Criminal Procedure in the

time Director of Law Placement.

.director and staff, now occupy a

Mr. Weston is especially well

suite of rooms in Charles Hall

NOW,

which brings the administration

RESOLVED, That the request

emphasized that Baltimore's

into closer physical contact with

for full American Bar Association

Women's Law Caucus should not

the classrooms, " faculty offices

approval by the School of Law,

wait until next spring to begin
fund-raising efforts if they hope
to send a delegation to the Sixth

fall term.
Philip G. Lambert is a home
product, having his J.D. degree
from the University of Baltimore
in 1973 and his LL.M. degree
from

George

Washington

University in 1974. Mr. Lambert
was Associate Editor of our Law
Review during his senior year

qualifled

to fill

having

recently

Executive

the

position,

served

Director

of

as
the

dean,

associate

dean,

THEREFORE,

BE

IT

Baltimof"e City Bar Association

and

areas.

University of Baltimore be

and, before that, as Assistant

Formerly these respective of-

continued until the 1975 Annual

Executive

fices were spread out through

Meeting".

Director

with

the

Maryland State Bar Association.

student

activities

Annual

the

I am confident that if we

We are not able presently,

University. It will not be until we

make substantial progress i n this
next year toward acquiring the

unrelated

areas

of

here. He will teach a section of

and

th ~

have a Law School complex,

Introduction of Law, Legal

University administration, to

nopefully within three years to

law school building that we need,
we will receive our final ABA

the

"we"

includes

and

improve our classroom facilities,

completion,

Agency in the fall. William 1.

nor that of our student activities

substantially improve our other

Research

and

Writing

before

we

THE FORUM
Paul B. Luskin
Editor·in-Chief

can

Stuppler and

approval next summer.

Villanova
their

Ms.

Swanson

Confer~nce.

recommend

tie-

that

They
the

organization, presently affiliated
Student
Bar
with
the
Associations of both Day and
Evening Divisions, begin now to
' Iine up potential sources of funds,

LETTER TO THE
EDITOR
F.E.M.L.A.V.S. made a plea to

. The FORUM is the official publication of the University of Baltimore School of Law and is
prmted for the students, faculty, and alumni of The School of Law.
Opinions expressed herein, other than those in by-line articles, are those of the Editorial Board
of !HE FORUM. The contents of this publication may be reproduced in whole or in part only ' if
prJo~ permission, in writing, is obtained. Editorial offices: 1420 N. Charles Street, Room 304-B,
BaltJIDore, Maryland 21202. Telephone: [301]727-6350, Ext. 234 or 252.

Editor:
The

The Forum for their ass istance.
memb e rs

F.E.M.L.A . V.S.

of

(Femin ists

Enjoined Momentarily to Lavish
Attention on Various Subjects)
are extreme ly disturbed to

Robert J. Lipsitz .
W. Stanwood-Whiting
Jane Swanson
Don Lorelli
Joe Bernstein
Charles Iseman
William Weston
Faculty Advisor .

.Executive Editor
.Managing Editor
Associate Editor
Associate Editor
Photographer
Contributing Editor
Placement Editor
. Professor Malcolm F. Steele

discover that yet another law
school term has begun a nd still,
there is no women's lavatory on
the t hird floor of Charles Hall.
In October of 1973, the Dean
of Students issued a directive
pertaining to t his
ditionally,

last

issue; ads pring

Is the University of Baltimore
Law School going to allow this
dreadful situation to continue? If
so, F.E.M.L.P.V.S. will have to
take action!
S. Timmerman Tepel.
Chairperson,
F.E.M.L.A.V.S.

--~
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Poli~y

Regarding
Confidential Nature
of Student Records
MULTIPLE RECORDS

(;uidelines:

(Listings)

Introduction
The

University

recognizes
sibility

of

Baltimore

its ethical

as

the

re~on

custodian

of

s tudent records. It recognizes
that

these

records,

academic and

both

personal, are

confidential to the student and
the institution . Therefore the
following regulations and policies
are

to

be

followed

by

all

Uni vers ity emp loyees:
Itecords are to be kept on file
of Records

and

Center a nd the Offices of the
Deans
Information stored in these
fil es cannot be released outside
the University without the
written consent of the student.
Any requests for information
concerning a student's academic
record originating within the
University's Administration or
is

to

be

requested

through the Associate Registrar,
and must be justified.
The above rules apply equally
to

other

offi~es

which

ministrative

functions

without

the consent of the &.udent.
Limited

Copies

of

student

directories are to be produced
a nd responsibility of the security
of such information contained in
these directories will be charged
to the person to whom they are
be

Under no circumstances are they

Transcripts,- the Data Processing

Faculty

Ad-

immediate

registered.

only in the Admissions Office,
Office

use

outside the

issued. All co pies are to

INDIVIDlJAL RECORDS

the

The University will not publish
student directories for

may

maintain partial student records:
e.g. Counseling, Business Office,
Financial Aid, and PlaceI:llent.

TITLE
INSURANCE
and JUDGMENT

to be giv€n or loaned to others
without. the written consent of

REPORTS

the Vice Preside nt for Student
Services
Mailing lists will be issued by the
Data Processing

Center

only

with the authorization of the Vice
President for Student Affairs.
No identification of an individual

Our Owners' or Mortgagee

\' record by either name or social
security number should be made
with

Title Insurance policies are

No listing of individuals by either

available to you and your clients

except

in

accordance

established procedures.
race or sex shall be .authorized
unless the need is justified in
writing, and in accordance with

"

,

procedures set forth above.
All students will be provided
with an oportunity to revi'e w
their records to ensure accuracy.

Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, District of
Columbia,' Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maryland, Mississippi, New Jersey, New Mexico,
North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia, West
Virginia, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.

Since 1884

Emily Greenberg

Assistant Law Librarian

"The library is a big job," she
says, "right now," and she
"would appreciate suggestions

for improvements from faculty
and students."
Came fro"m "all over the
place," originally Baltimore but
mostly New Jersey.

continued from pg. 1
code fairly. With no Honor Code

different than the original and all

the administering of all exams

typing rooms would be proc-

would have to be rigidly strict.

tored. Library procedures would

Patrolling proctors are not

become more burdensome and

desirable methods nor the best

the general environment of the

conditions in which to take a law
exam.

law school would be one of

There could be no flexible

distrust. In essence, law students
would

not

be

treated

as

individualized schedulings as we

responsible

experienced last May. Make·up

requiring a form of "police state"

exams

to watch over them.

would

necessarily

be

persons,

but

-

THE

aran e

COMPANY

An dililt. .f FiMlity & D.posit C'.pJIIJ .f M.,.....

st. Paul & lexington Sts., Baltimore, ,Md. 727·3700
406 Mercaotile Towson Building, Towson, Md. 825-4435
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Honor Court Practice
isand Procedure

vote. Unanimity is required to
suspend or expel a defendant
from school.

If a guilty verdict is arrived

HONOR COURT

at a defendant may immediately

How an alleged offense

. petitio n

brought before the Honor Court

grounds of abridgement of his

reads the charge sheet and sets
Every law student at the

~

. forth the possible

University of Baltimore is duty

end of the

_violation which somes to his or
her

attention.

The

Court makes

facts

be

reported

to

an

grant a rehearing only if the

independent

error s complained of might have
resulted

the

1. Whether the alleged of·
fense is sufficiently serious to

within "72 hours of discovery".
For purposes of this rule, the

warrant a trial, and

running at 4:00 p.m. on a regular
<.,;;.;.;;:,$

:'>'!.;;;: .~ •.

,

in a

miscarriage

of

justice. If a rehearing. is denied

Presenter of Facts in writing

school day before a weekend or

on

shall then by a majority vote

case, the

following:

time period is' deemed to stop

rehearing

such petition is made the court

determination of each of the

surrounding the alle'ged offense
m us t

Pr~senter's

a

rights or a procedural flaw . If

evide~ce

against the defendant. At the

bound to report any Honor Code

for

Chuck Hollman

·an appea l may be made to the
Dean.

2. Whether the alleged of·

destroyed. If each of the above

fense is in fact a violation of the

questions are answered in the

Honor Code, and

affirmative by a majority of the

Notice of intention to appeal

Court, the case proceeds to a full

must be submitted no later than

Dick Zimmerman

Appeal:

holiday and begin running at 8:00

dropped and all e~idence coho

trial

The

a..m. on the ;ext regular day of

. two weeks following prono un·

cerning the alleged violation is

preliminary hearing is not in any

cement of judgement by the

classes. The effect of the 72 hour

way a trial on the merits since

rule is to allow 3 school days for a

destroyed.
If the

court. Notice to the court and to

the

the defendant is innocent un til

the Dean is req uired. Once these

report

Presenter of Facts to conduct a

proven guilty. The facts set forth

procedures are comp lied w ith,

thorough inyestigation, the Chief

at the preliminary hearing must

the court will submit its opinions

to

be

made

to

the

Presenter of Facts.

Court ' directs

on

the

merits.

Th e Presenter of Facts has 5

Justice must, within 1 week,

be proved at the trial on th e

to. the Dean along with the names

calendar days after receipt of the

notify the defendant in writing of

merits.

of the bailiff and presenter who

written report to relay it to the

the pending charges and set a

The Court may, upon motion

will attend the appeal hearing.

Chief Justice. Upon receipt of the

date for a preliminary hearing.

made by the defendant, allow a

The Dean may not increase the

report, the Chief Justice must

The Presenter of Facts must

plea to be entered at the end of

convene the Court to determine

conduct a thorough and complete

court's sen tence, he may only
reduce the punishment.

by majority vote whether or not

investigation of the alleged

the preliminary hearing if the
Court has determined that a trial-

the reported offense warrants

offense and prepare a formal

on the merits is necessary.

investigation by the Presenter of

charge sheet prior

Facts. The Court meets only to

preliminary hearing. Copies of

__ determine the n.arr.iov: ,question
~ whether
,,"Hior IU
~ "·IIJil.\
&f
not !tne
a egea

to

the

...
J

the defendant, council; and all
members of the Court at the

the

the

preliminary hearing. While the

a lleged offense does not warrant

defendant has a right to be

decides

that

in vestigation, or if a majority of

present at

the Court does not vote af·

hearing, the hearing is entirely

firmatively

ex parte Presenter, wherein the

vestigation,

to

rescind

the

charges

in·
are

Presenter

the

of

preliminary

Facts

formally

The Trial:

3. Whether all the evidence

the charge sheet are furnished to

offense warrants investigation. If
Court

,; Rob Steinberg
proffered by the---P-rese nter
would be capable of supporting a
verdict of guilty, if proved.

If anyone of the above
questions are not answered in
the affirmative by- a majority of
the

Court,

the

charges

The records of each trial are
. preserved for one month if a

are

dismissed and all evidence is

guilty verdict is arrived at. The

Trial procedures are clearly

sole purpose for this procedure is

outlined on page 6 of the currenl

to facilitate appeal proceedings,

Judiciary

Charter.

procedures

include

These
opening

petitions for rehearing and
acceptance of new evidence.

statements, direct examinations,
cross·exam inations,

closing

argum ents, etc. ·
At Trial a defendant has a
right to counsel and the right to
remain silent and not testify,

BEIGHT BAR REVIEW SCHOOL
Classroom Located
One Block Inside Capital Beltway

9423 Georgia Avenue - Silver Spring, Maryland

with no inferences being drawn
agai nst him if he so elects. The
defendant

may

preemptory

chalienge

associate

make

justice.

one

of any

He

may

challenge any justice upon a
proper showing of cause why the
justice may not be capable of

MARYLAND BAR EXAM
long Course Commences October 15, 1974
Registrations are now being taken

rendering an impartial decision.
A challenge for cause must be
mad e 24 hours prior to trial. In
addition to the defendant's rights

(; ar,v

Cas~ell

to challenge preemptorally and
for cause all justices are duty

FOR FEBRUARY, 1975 BAR EXAM

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION,
CONTAa:
THOMAS L. BEIGHT

570-0 North Frederick Avenue, Glitt.nburg, Maryland 20760

Phone 948-6555 or 460-8350

bound to remove themselves if

Since the Code's adoption at

they feel they may be prejudiced

the la w school there have been 19

in the case. The defendant may

cases that have gone beyond

request

to

preliminary hearing to a trial on

subpoena witnesses. The chief

the merits. As of 1972 decisions

justice in his discretion

of the court ha ve been published;

the

chief

justice

may

subpoena witnesses on his own

utilizing as alphabetical alias for

motion ,

the defendant's name. The last

on

motion

of

the

presenter , as well as upon motion

six cases are on file in the

of the defendant.

student Bar Association office, as

At

trial

witnesses

are

ar e cop ies of the presen t Code
~ udiciary

sequestered and all deliberations

and

of the court are closed. The vote

a vailable to all studen ts. Th e

Charter. They are

of a sim pie majority of th e court

Honor Court urges all students

is required to convict. Punish·

to discuss the Code and become

ment is determined by a separate

well familia r with its provisions.

---,
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Women & Law

Law School Planned

continued from page 12

on sessions occur r ed when th e

wer e expert, highly motivated

On Thu rsday, September 5, preliminary plans for lhe construction of

word went around that a par-

and dedicated - even inspired -

fe mini s t s

th e new law school building were outlined in a special meeting of

ticular discussion had become too

and were all capable of gett ing

s p8ech

t he full impact of their message

presenta tion as a panelist for

acr oss".

"Reprodu ctive Freedom" and her

university ad ministrators, fac ulty and per sonnel.

drew about t hree or four tim es

The plans, which are subj ect to modification, include:

the crowd wi t h which it had

1. development of facilities for a pr ojected enrollment of 450 day

The two delegates agreed

started - th e U. of B. delegation

th a t

among th em.

stud ents an d 550 eve ning students;

somethin g of a matron saint to

th e

a t m os ph e r e

eve r y wh er e.

the

fir st

night,

He r
her

willingness to talk in informal

of

conversations wit h ever yone was

Ba ltim or e d e lega tes

comraderie and th e excite ment

Maryland A venue and Oliver Street between Langsdale library and

wer e quite enthusiastic about t he

shared by th e par t icipan ts in

Some of t he statistics from

Charles Hall;

quality of th e workshops and the

th eir common goals was probably

her opening address that fe male

3. ar chitecture similar to that of the university academic center;

high caliber of the speakers,

the most valuable aspect to them

enrollment

4. 62,000 square fee t of space for academic and administrative of a

"resource persons", and other

personally, along with' the ex-

schools incr eased from 1,883 in

T he

2. a 4 or 5 story buildin g located on t he southeast corner of

f

tota l area of 110,000 square' feet;

5. a 2 story library, moot court facilities, classrooms, and offices of
th e

la ~

school and faculty; and

impressive.

in

American

law

participants, and they indulged

perience of fact-to-fac e e n-

1963 to 16,763 in 1973; and that

in immoderate praise of the

coun ters and informal con -

LSAT m e an score s

entire conference and its worth

versations with many of the most

potential law students had risen

for

all

as

respected, and in some cases

to some extent within the past

th e law school!

potential resources for the Law

famous, female members of the

five years between 1967 and 1972

The area will be used for parking until approval of the plans and cost is

School. Ms. Swanson stated that

legal profession.

- male applicants from 516 to 520,

6. an overpass across Maryland Avenue connecting the library with

given by the state legislature i~ the next two years. The diagram below
indicates the proposed site of the new law school.
LANGSDALE LIBRARY

to

them

personally

and

They both marvelled at the

she had attended many conferences of professional technical

extreme accessibility

societies, and that this "had by

persons

far the lowest 'dud rate' ", as she

presented, bad papers that could

CHARLES HALL

not be well presented, and a

PARK [OR] STUDENT UNION

great number of attendees

NORTH

CHARLES

pool or the bar, waiting for the
evening's entertainm«:nt.

PARKING

'"

+
LIBllAllX

PROPOSED
I.A"
SCilOOL

PARK (OR)
S'l'UDE:NT

UNION

CUArtLES

HALL

ACADEMIC
CI:!NT~R

from workshop to after-dinner

discussed her early days as a

comments for feminist lawyers

said, as ~AJI of th!! pane,l ists and
resource pepple had not only

Another Texas "great" they

criminal court" where she feels

done then: homework, but were

met was another "Sarah", this

that they are f avored somewhat.

obviously living and

one

',~

working

Sarah

Weddington,

who

with their subject matter in their

argued Roe v : Wade before the

daily professional lives. They

Supreme Court, making herself

i'

HOMEMADE SALADS

LSD Conference to be Held
leaders to be in attendance is the
Chairl ady

of

invited all inter ested students to
a Round Table Confer ence. The

The Roundtable Conference
will be held at the Sheraton

being held

to

promot e th e Law Stud e nt
Di vision and its activities and

Hotel in Valley Forge, Penn-

programs to th e student bar
leaders, and to pr omote circuit

19, and t he cost of t he luncheon

uni ty by allowing student bar
leaders to meet and discuss
common programs and activities
and to exchange ideas and in-

sylvania, on Saturday, October
ba nquet will be $5.33 per person. '
For infor mation concerning
the conference and where tickets
may be obtained, contact t he ,/
Student Bar Association.

. -----...

DELI SANDWICHES
'

i

I

;'

th e ...Women's

Caucus of Law Students.

Confer ence is

HOMEMADE SOUPS
,

__

.. ........-,...

--,.~,-

1204 MT. ROYAL AVE
ACROSS fROM
GOODYEAR
I

/ II
\

f

I

,
J

disadvantage in mast civil
"litigation, bl\t gain the edge in
,,",
, ---I

\ f U : rH-,~Vl ,""rOffiLdIJ1'1

Ii

on Student Bar
Am ong student ,

candid

was that in her opinion women

PARKING

formation
problems .

her

attorneys are at considerable

MOUNT ROYAL A.VE NU"S

LSD CONFERENCE TO BE
HELD
The Third Circuit of the
Student Bar Association has

lecture, on ,Professional Dutie;
and Trial Tactics was changed
speech . Among

PARI!lllC

I

Criminal ,Law, Section, whose

her tales of Texas politics. She

i

i

cohncil member of the A.B.A.
I

delight", the delegates said, with

OLIVllR StBBS'r

LANOSDALE

Associate

judge in an area that is still
an

entirely different matter, she

PARKING

Babcock,

Professor at Stanford and a

staunchly paternalistic and posts
its Klan meeting notices in
public."
11-"[ . '1'

This conference was

STREET

Allen

swore-in

under the trees. She was "a

hanging out at either the hotel
MOUNT ROYAL A VENUE

on the national scene is Barbara

(who

and joined the women sitting'

I

ACADEMIC CENTER

Hughes, the grand dame of the

Sarah

and wh<! brought her plate of
Bar-B-Que'd ribs out to the lawn

percentllge of gQod. papers badly

PROPOSED LAW SCHOOL

531.
Another colorful personality

Judge

Lyndon B. Johnson as President)

norm is to expect a fairly high

MARYLAND A VENUE

T.

as

conference,

put it. She suggested that the

OLIVER STREET

and female applicants from 499 to

of such

"

Her major emphasis was ,on
continued on pg. 5
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From the Placement Director's Desk
The Office of Placement states that the. following law firms have
indicated that they are interested in receiving r esumes from
University of Baltimore students, although t hey are unable to recruit
dir ectly on campus.
FEDERAL AGENCIES:
Career Information is available on the following Federal Agencies
in the Placement Office. Also available are Federal Applications and

Keeffe & Costikyan
1)
501 Fifth A venue

the Federal guide to employme nt:

New York, New York 10017

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

Attn: Stephen D. Keeffe, Esq.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION & WELFARE

Baker & McKenzie

DEP ARTMENT OF HOUSING & URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Prudential Plaza
Chicago, Ill. 60601

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

.

Attn: John C. Klotsche, Esq.

FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION

Hill, Christopher & Phillips, P.C.
2) 2000 L. Street, N.W.

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

Washington, D.C. 20036

JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT - AIR FORCE
(Attn: David F. Edwards, Esq.)

Attn: Alan J . Berkeley, Esq.

JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT - ARMY

Verner, Liipfert, Berhard & McPherson
3) Suite 1100
1660 L Street N.W.

JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT· NAVY
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD

Washington, D.C. 20036

SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Attn: Ronald D. Eastman, Esq.

UNITED STATES ARMY CIVILIAN ATTORNEYS

5) Wilmer, Cutler & Picker ing
1666 K Street, N.W,

UNITED STATES POST OFFICE

Washington, D.C. 20006

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

Attn: Kay A. Yankoski, Esq.

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD - Accepting Resumes, Due by 10/ 30/ 74
Interviews after 11/ 1/74

6) Weinberg & Green
10 Light Street - 20th Floor
Baltimore, Maryland 21202

PLACEMENT OFFICE RECRUITMENT SCHEDULE -1974

. Attn: John J. Ghinger, III, Esq.
7)

___ rI

Frank, Bernstein, Conaway & Goldman
2 Hopkins Plaza
'''~ h9 " ri 1 '"''lol
JII (I .n •• , I~.... . "! l
Baltimore,
IVlary an d 21201
,
.'
Att~: Ronald P. Fish, Esq.

DATE
,':'. '·'·Oce.' 7 & 8,1974
/'

Oct. 10, 1974
Oct. 16, 1974
Oct. 22, 1974
Oct. 25, 1974
Nov. 13, 1974

Indicates firm resume available on request.
Indicates summer applications should be made now.

Jan. 8, 1975
Feb. 11, 1975

"

We don't take~ a chance
with your successl
Why should youl

FIRM OR AGENCY
Justice Dept. Honors Program

RESUMES TO PLACEMENT

Miles & Stockbridge

Res umes & Special Application
due by Sept. 23. Application

U.S. Action Agency, Peace
Corps, Vista

OFFICE

available in Placement Office

Venable, Baetjer & Howard

Resumes du e by Se pb. 26, 1974

Piper & Marbury
Ober, Grimes & Shriver

Resumes due Oct. 10, 1974
Resumes du e OCt. 11, 1974

Internal Revenue Service

Resumes due by OcL 15. 1974
Res um es du e by OcL 25, 1974
Res um es du e by Dec. 28, 1974

Price Waterhouse & Co.
(account positions only)

For Information See General
Placement Office. Room .111.
Academ ic Center .
Indi ca tes firm wi ll in terview
summer people too.

Don't take our word. Ask your friends who have taken our
course. The highest caliber of instruction qnd materials assure you

THIS SPACE RESERVED

of the best preparation for the Maryland Bar Examination.

REGISTER NOW

For the January Course

1ll

Baltimore.

for Curricula Committee Report

(301) 987-1117 in the Baltimore Area

CALL:

(301) 434-1376 in the Washington Area

or

WRITE:

bv l\;eil Haber

MARYLAND BAR REV~EW COURSE, INC.
Post Office Box 1144
Langley Park, Maryland 20787
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Honor Code Changes Proposed
By Drew C. Apgar
S.B.A. President
any

(2)

administrative

During' this past summer, a

proving it, please advise the

special committee of the Student

special committee through the

procedures designed to regulate

Bar Association was assigned the

Student Bar Associations.

student activity;

which

would

be

PROPOSED HONOR CODE

applied

uniformly in the day and evening

School of Law

ratification by student vote.

Honor Code Revision Committee

The committee, chaired by
Coates,

Randy

examined

Randall

the

Coates,

Chairman

an unfair advantage over those
students who first

No hearing before the

material;
(2) To intentionally remove

exam. Conversation betw~en
students who have taken the

Honor Court shall be commenced

material from the library without

exam is not intended to be totally

for the purpose of trying a

proper authorization;

2.04

University of BaltblOre

divisions of the law school upon

later in the examination period

(1) To intentionally mark,
mutilate or destroy library

(3) all school elections.

task of drafting a new honor code

Librar.y:

prohibited.

take

Conversation

the

con-

possible honor code violation
which oCCl.U"red more than one

deprive students of the

year prior to l the beginning of

portunity to use material meant

the exam is prohibited if there is

to be for the use of all students.

a reasonable likelihood that such

(b) To make any material

conversation will be overheard

(3) To otherwise unfairly

cerning

op-

an

exam

between

students who have already taken

honor codes eurrently used in:

Douglas Marshall

proceedings as

law schools across the nation and

Kathleen Sweeney

Chapter Four S 4.0l.

the Model Honor Code prepared

David Wells
Ed Button

Comments: This code is intended

misrepresentation

the

by someone who has not yet

to apply primarily to academic

intent to . deceive in any tran-

taken the exam. It is intended

Dick Nafsger

matters, such as examinations,

saction

the

that solicitation of information by

papers, law review, legal in-

regulation of student activity.

one who has not yet taken the

ternships, and any other activity

3.03 In addition to the violations

exam from another student who

which may earn a student credit .

enumerated in Sections 3.01 and

has be a violation of this code as

for graduation. Other kinds of

3.02, it shall be a violation of the

behavior

which

students

by

the

American

Association/Law

Bar

Student

Division. After several weeks of

Chapter One:

writing and re-writing, the

Statement of Purposes

committee agreed upon the draft
which is printed below. The

to establish the rules

is by no means final. The com-

Baltimore School of Law shall

the honor courts of the day and
schools

and

of

representative's of the

two

govern

with

This code shall

establish the basic rules under
which the students of the School
of Law shall govern themselves.

stud~nts will submit suggested

The classification "students" is

revisions of th~ draft to the

meant to apply to any person

committee In care of the Student
Bar Associations by the e'nd of
September.
of

conduct

respect to any academie matter.

committee hopes that interested

consideration

their

Comments:

schools. , By printing the
prelimiriary ' draft here, the

After

which

the students of the University of

mittee has sought the opinions of
eve ning

liy

who attends classes at the School
of Law

for

the

purpose

of

This Code applies to any

2.01

proposed uniform code ~hich will

academic matter pertaining to

be presented to the students of

the School of Law and any in-

Copies

cidental activity related thereto.

of the final draft will be made

2.02 "Academic matter" means

available to all students and,

any activity which may affect a

shortly thereafter, the final draft

grade or in any way contribute

will

a

toward the! satisfaction of the

determire
the codes

requirements for graduation,

be

~earings.

the

subject

referendum

to

whether or

not

of

curre ntly applied by the day and
evening schools will be replaced
with the new code.
Please study the proposed
code

If

<;arefully.

you

have

without reference to thll locus of
~uch

The University of Baltimore
will

shortly

distribute

activity. Academic matters

shall include but shall not

(b) Any research or other

whole or partial satisfaction of
requirements to' receive credit
for participation' in any activity
for which credit is given.

other

Univeristy applies for federally

limited to:
(1) all

funded

Langsdale Library;

filled

to

use

of

to ' any information which can

questions concer ning this form
when it is distributed, the Dean

specifically

of

student.

If

there

anyone
are

ot.her students to use the library

of this code is in itself a violation

facilities

designation "incidental activity."

of the honor code.

university.

Section

Comments: No code can par-

2.04

any

is

intended

to

Students

solicitation.

IS

open

for

provided

by

the

Section 3.02 (b) is intended to

provide a one year statute of

ticularize all

and

forbid such condud as signing

limitations within which an

responsibilities of law students.

attendance sheets to indicate

action must be commenced under

The enumeration of particular

this code.

offenses shall not be construed as
ali ailcincliislv'e llsi Studeriis '\)f

that one was preselj.t at a particular Class session when in fact(s)he" was ' nd(- a~d ' any 'jhth'er

the

conduct

, ,.

the duties

University

of

Baltimore

Prohibited Conduct

School of Law should adhere to

3.01 In any academic matter, it

the spirit as well as the letter of

shall be a violation of the honor

this code. The kinds of conduct

code to engage in any of the

considered in this section involve
activities which unfairly give one

following:
(a) To use materials:
(1) In an 'exam, other than
those

specifi~allY

authorized

b~

the instructor;
(2) In research or other
writing assignment, which are
specifically

forbidden

by

the

misrepresentation as to work
satisfaction

of

the

or credit in any activity for which
credit is given;
(d) To discuss during the
examination period

t~

which

materially

misrepresents the true facts of
any given transaction concerning
I

school related activity.
Section 3.03 was

written

in

recognition of the great diversity

studllnt an advantage' over

contents

exam
(1) with anyone who has
not yet taken the exam;
(2) with any other person in I
any place where a reasonable
conversation might be overheard
. by another student.
3.02 ' In any incidental activity, it
shall be a violation of the honor

out

anonymously and without regard
pinpoint

3.04 Failure to report a violation

intended to be covered by the

person should realize that the
student

respect the rights of privacy, the
is

subject to the honor code and are

or the degree of difficulty of any

and shall include but not be

questionnaire

matter but conduct which adversely affects the ability of

minilI!um requirements for grade

the Federal Government and

order

unfair advantage for any student
in any academic matter.

toward

of education at the School of Law

In

not directly related to academic

course outside of class;
(c) Any work which is in

this information is required by

grants.

conduct which tends to gain an

or

assignment to be done for a

activity which affects the quality

the

ob-

stealing,

work the work of another;
(c) To make any material

statistical information. Most of

when

find

e.g.

necessarily be limited to the

• 2.03 "Incidental activity" means
any conduct related to student

agencies

would

following.
(a) Any examination;

order to form a student profile of

questionnaires to all students in

well.
Section 3.02 (a) governs conduct

·instructor.
(b) To submit as one's own

suggestions as to ways of im-

Student Profiles'
to be Gathered

honor cqde to engage in any

Chapter Th~ee:

prepare a final draft of the

both schools at

law

malicious destruction are also

Challter Two: Scope

suggestions, the committee will

with

most

jectionable,

receiving credit.

all

dealing

with

/

1.01 The purpose of this Code is

~raft

provided jn

code to engage in any of the
following:
(a) In the use of Langsdale

in the kinds of activity which
sho~ld be regulated by this code,
requirements for c!'edit' in ~ ny and it ~as ~ritten in r ecognition
given academic matter. The code ' that all the conceivable ways in
recognizes that .the instructor in 'which one student may gain an
any given course may make any unfair advantage over another
rules
regarding
the cannot be enumerated with
req uirements of his course. detailed specificity. Therefore,
However, where the instructor the section is a grant of power to
has not made specific rules, this the Honor Court to make ad hoc
code suggests presumptions that determinations as to the un·
certain kinds of conduct are /airness of any given student's
illegitimate.
conduct. It must be understood
Specifically, in examinations, it is that as future lawyers there are
presumed that no materials may
many situations one will enbe used , unless the instructor counter which are not covered
permits their use, while in specifically by any rule of la:w but
research imd writing assign·
which, when resolved, will
ments, the opposite presumption
determine one's reputation for
is created, that is, any materials
honesty and fair play. In an effort
may be used unless expressly
to apply a high standard of
forbidden. In both exams and
c~nduct to law student affairs, it
writing work, it is presumed that is felt that s'uch a grant of
the student is to act on his own
discretion is not likely to be
and without the active assistance
abused by students in the legal
of other students, unless perprofession.
mitted by the instructor.
Section 3.04 was written in belief

another

in

satisfying

the

that an effective honor code is

Section 3.01 (dl is designed to
prevent any discussion of a

impossible without full student

specific

the

commitment to that code. It is

examination period which may

understood that this section is

exam

during

give students who take the exam

continued on pg. 11
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.Honor Code
Changes

(c) That he is

the accused shall be advised of all

punishment recommended by the

pertinent

information

Court and may not question the

charges

surrounding the charge against

against him or. to make any other

him so that he may prepare an

finding of guilt or innocence.
4.07 (a) The Honor Court shall

adequate defense.

consist of eight (8) justices appointed by the Executive Council

(d) That any statement that

4.04 At the proper time. place
and date for hearing before the

he may maj{e can be used against

Honor Court. it shall be the duty

admit

continued from pg. 10
perhaps the least enforceable but
it is hoped that this section. by
of the student body on the honor
code. will have the effect of
reinforcing those values on the
individual student.
Chapter Four:

or

deny ,.the

statement. other than
provided in this Code_

being an expression of the values

is

him.
4.03 (a) The preliminary hearing

accused with his counsel. An
alternate justice chosen on a

has reason to believe that an

rotating basis shall preside over

Honor Code violation has been
_committed is duty bound

to

the bearing and its purpose shall
be to:

report the same in writing to the

(1)

determine whether the

Presenter 9f the Facts.
(b) The notice of possible

comes within the scope of the

violation of the Honor Code shall:

Honor Code;

be

filed

with

charge of a possible violation

the

(2)

determine whether the

Presenter of Facts elected by the

charge has any reasonable basis

class of the persons who com-

in fact;

mitted

the

possible

violation

(3)

allow the accused to

(hereinafter the accused) within

enter a plea of either "guilty" or

seventy-two (72) hours after the

"not guilty."

discovery

of

the

possible

violation or within a reasonable

(b) If the
dismissed

at

charge is
the

not

preliminary

time if circumstances require.

hearing. a date shall be set for a

State all facts available

hearing before the Honor Court

person

to:

(2)

present the witnesses of the
possible , violation before t.he

shall be recorded on tape and
shall be attended by the

Anyone who believes or

(1)

of the Presenter of the Facts to

Presenter of the Facts and the

Procedures
4.016

under no

obligation at any time to either

of

Baltimore

it necessary to disqualify or

verdict was reached unanimously
by the Honor Court.)

such mitigating circumstances as

the Honor Court proceeding. to

the
accused
shall
deem
necessary. The hearing shall be

sit as a justice of the Honor
Court.

(1)) Suspension for a specified

lime;

taped and private unless the
accused files written notice of his
election to have the hearing
, public with the Chief Justice of
the Honor Court prior to the time
set for such hearing .. If the accused elects a private hearing all
parties involved will be charged
with the duty of keeping
information

concerning

~

the

proceedings in strict confidence.

hall" , conduct
a complete
in. , \ } I. . [ !,
;
Ii.
vestj~ation and obtain a date

(2)

~,

University

otherwise excuse himself from

4.02 The Presenter of the Facts

com-

preliminary hearing and. in the

present his defense or proof of

Court.

recommend

(a) Permanent expulsion from
the

event that another justice deems

was entered;

are

tenure as Honor Co\.rt justices

be

be allowed the opportunity to

Pllrticular case: The accused shall

pertinent to the case.

that

Anyone or more of the

School of Law; (Only if a guilty

be determined by the Honor

violation

of the School of Law in his
-descretion.

and three (3) shaH be alternate
justices who shall be assigned on

innocence if a "not guilty" plea

possible

be recommended by the Honor

imposed:

a rotating basis to preside at the

(1) determine guilt or

reporting the

be

Court and imposed by the Dean

permanent basis during their

and present as honestly and

The Rules of Procedure to be
followed during this hearing will

to the

(s)he -shall

following sanctions may

accused and to have assembled
fairly as possible the facts of the
I

of the Student Bar Association.
Five (5) justices shall sit on a

pleads guilty.

subject to such sanctions as may

(b) If the Presenter of Facts

Reduction of grade in the

academic course invol ved. in-

unable for any reason-to proceed

cluding the recommendation that

in the case. the justices of the

no credit be received for the
course:

Honor Court shall appoint a
tem porary substitute from the
class of the accused ..
4.08 (a) If the accused is found
gui lt y

the

records

of

the

proceedings before the Honor
Court shall remain open for a
period of one month so that new
ev idence which may alter the

4.05 At the conclusion ,of the
hearing before the Honor Court.

(e)

of the class of the accused is

verdict of the Court can be

(d) Official reprimand to be
made a part of the student's
permanent r ecord or. when
deemed appropriate by the
Honor Court. to be destroyed
upon graduation or withdrawal
from the School of Law;

presented . This section shall not
interfere with the immediate

(e) Reprimand not of re._c_o_r_
d;e-.__ --I

·mensurate sanction(~) against
the accused if a "guilty" plea was

a verdict shall be determined

Honor Court for preliminary
hearing. This date shall be within

entered.

and. if necessary. the Court shall

seventy-two (72) hours after the

before the Honor Court shall be

mensurate

notice to the Presenter of the
facts was filed or within a

within three (3) days of ter-

interested parties shall be in-

mination

preliminary

formed of the Court's findings as

reasonable time if circumstances

hearing unless circumstances
make such time limitation in-

expeditiously as possible. A
finding of guilt or innocence shall

convenient.
(d) The preliminary hearing

be by a majority of the Court.
4.06 After the determination of

shan

all

the Court is made known to the

report a violation shall not result

parties involved will be charged

accused and parties in interest.
the accused shall have two (2)

in expulsion or suspension from
the School of Law.

from the Chief Justice of the

make such date inconvenient.
Prior to the hearing. t he accused
shall be apprised in writing of the
following:
(a) The specific charges and
course of conduct of which he is

(c) The date for a hearing

of

the

be confidential and

recommend to the Dean compunishment.

All

(b) That he is entitled to be

' with the duty to maintain the
privacy of the hearing.
(e) Upon a determination

represented by counsel at all

pursuant to S 4.03 (a) that the

meetings or hearing relevant to

case should proceed to a full

it. within which to make an
appeal to the Dean. The appeal

the accusation.

hearing before the Honor Court.

may question only the degree of

accused.

THE CAMPUS
MINISTRY
n110 St. Paul St. 837-269C
Rooms for quiet study, good talks
good play Counseling - personal,
religious, vocational, marriage
In school see Ben Summerville
Weekdays and weekends
come and see us for the sheer pleasure of it all!!

imposition of sanctions by the
Dean.

(f)

In cases of destruction of

school property. monetary
assessment for damage done;

(b) If the accused is found
innocent.

the

(g) Any other penalty which

proceedings shall be destroyed.

all

records

of

the Court deems appropriate.
5_02 The sanctions imposed shall
be commensurate with

Chapter Five: Sanctions

the

nature of the violation. Failure to

5.01 If the accused is found or

days. or a reasonable time if
unusual circumstances warrant

Buddeke
Associate

Dean

Richard

Buddeke has been appointed to
_ the Committee on Long Range
Planning

by

the

Board

of

Governors of t he Maryland State
Bar Association. The a nnounceme nt was made recently
by Hal Clagett. President of Lhe
MSBA. The appointment is for
one year. and during this period.
the ten men committee is expected to formulate long range
recommendations to the Board of

-

The
Long
Ranger

Governors r ega rding the :"ISBA
policies.

Swanson and Stuppler - Women & Law
Last spring for the first time
this school was represented at

fundin g organizations, consisting,
of Dean CurUs and the

th e

on

presidents of the two Student

Women and the Law. The
de lega tion co mpris ed Jan e
Swanson and Anita Stuppler, at

Bar Associations, decided to send

Annual

Co nfe r e nc e

that time first-yea r students in
the Ev e nin~ Division . The
national conference, hosted by
the Women's Law Caucus at the
University of Texas at Austin,
took place March 29-31. Over 500
delegates were in attendance.
Attending a regional Conference on Women and the Law
at Villanova University in
January, a small group of fIrst ..
_ year evening students became

UNIVERSITY OF BALTIMORE
SCHOOL OF LAW
1420 N. CHARLES STREET
21201
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

generally grew from the latter ,
and in many cases represented
merely a continuation of the very
lively discussions that had begun
in the scheduled sessions. Ms.
Stuppler and Ms. Swanson,
ha ving diverse personal interests, had little trouble in
dividing their coverage of
workshops in 'o rder to attend the
greatest number behveen them,
' with relatively infrequent
overlapping.
While Anita's interests were
more in those topics concerning

Tactics of the Feminist Lawyer,
Traditional Practice
Large
Firms/Small Firms; Feminist
Firms
and
Collectives;
Organizing Your Law School.
Recruiting and Admissions
for Minority and Women
Students; Sex Discrimination in
Education; Law Teaching;
Minority Women Attorneys;
Funding for Women's Projects.
Marriage and Divorce - \
Report on "Women in Tra~
sition
E.R.A. and Suspect
Classification; Reproductive
Freedom; Rape - Proposed
;

Reform of Sexual Assault
Statutes; Women in InstitutionsMental and Correctional.
Pregnancy and the Law;
Financial Disabilities of Women;
Paralegals and Their Potential
Contribution; 'W omen and
Welfare; Personal/Family

'.1"

a.tu ... ,e. "d.
THIRD CLASS L'_
' ._'''_'_1"_0._4_9_0...

It appears that in several
major urban areas this branch of
advocacy is growing rapidly,
particularly in job and housing
discrimination and in child
custody cases, and there was a
very animated discussion being
conducted ,by attorneys who
were involved in such cases. This
ran overtime to the extent that it

mechanics
of
local
organization, recruiting of female
students/faculty, and related
areas, Jane zeroed in on those
pertaining to legislative reform
and trial practice. Beyond these
areas, the two caucused briefly
and decided how to cover the
miximum number of remaining
workshops for the "back home"
contingent. There were several
broad general issues, of interest
to both delegates, and in those
cases they attended together.
One such instance was the
workshop on the Equal Rights
Amendment, which explored
both ratification and implementation.
Other times such doubling-up
continued on pg. 8
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COMPARE OUR FACULTV:
BARON, ALAN I. - A.B.,
Princeton; J.D., Harvard; Law
Clerk - Chief Judge, U. S.
District Court; Asst. U. S. Attorney for the State of Md.;
private practice.
!,
"

BURRIS, DONALD S.
Asst.
Prof. Georgetown Univ. Law
Center. J.D., Georgetown,
Editor-in-Chief. Law Review;
Law Clerk, 9th Circuit - U. S; Ct.
of Appeals; private , practice.
CONVISER, RICHARD J.
Assoc. Prof. Chicago-KenJ
College of Law, III. lnst. of
Technology. J.D., Cal., Berkeley;
Dr. Jur., Univ. of Cologne,
Germany.

I

DIENES, C. THOMAS - Prof.
American Univ., Wash. College
of Law since 1973. J.D., Ph.D.,
Northwestern Univ., Notes &
Comments Editor, NW. U. Law
Review, Russell Sage Fellow,
Northwestern Univ.
GALLAGHER, RAYMOND E. Lect. Catholic Univ., School of
Law. A.B., LL.B., Fordham
Univ. Asst. Gen. Counsel, Appalachian Regional Comm .,
Wash., D.C.
/

0",

concern to our school or even to
Baltimore attorneys. However,
when our delegates finished the
two sessions they were at·
tending, that panel was still in
progress and was beginning to
draw a heavy drop-in attendance.

the

, ; 1614 MERCANTILE BANk

, ,

0

,..n·',.'"
U.S. ,oat•••

good to miss. Such was the panel
on "Gay Rights", which neither
had attended, since it seemed to
be a subject of no particular

BRIIMODERN BAR REVIEW COURSE, INC.

U

Relationships.
Discussion groups arose
fu.ng. The annual conference, .
spontaneously on still other
crawing over 500 women law
subjects not on the original
students, professors. judges, and
program, as women from all
practicing attorneys from all
areas of the country got together
branches of the law, presented
and began comparing notes on
an excellent opportunity for
projects. They shared solutions
realizing these objectives.
to problems, swapped addresses
The original plan had been to
of professional contacts. the
send one delegate, but when the
phone numbers of the rig~t
staggering
schedule
of
people to call in w.hich agencies
workshops on almost 30 subjects
to, get the right information of
was reviewed, it was ...apparent,
funding, and held occasional
that even a t~o-person team
"bitch sessions" on common
would be hard pressed to cover
problems to which no one had yet
more than half of the events. The
found an answer.
selection committee from the

THE FORUM

it was hard to say whether these
informal groups were more or
less valuable than the formal
workshops, since the former

a second representative in order
to get the fledgling organization
off to the strongest possible
start. The schedule of workshop
topics included the following:
' Professional Duties and Trial

enthusiastic about the possibility
forming
a
women's
of
organization here at University
of Baltimore. During the next
two months they were pleased to
find active support from both
Student Bar Associations and ~
receptive attitude on the part of
the Administration, culminating
in joint funding for a delegation
to the national conference.
The objectives were to gain
recognition for the Law School in
the national organization and to
provide the knowledge necessary
' for our own students in launching
an -effective caucus with a
minimum of false starts and

Our delegates indicated that

JOHANSON, STANLEY M. Prof. Univ. of l'exas School of
Law. B.S., Yale; , ~L.B., Wash.,
Seattle; LL.M., Harvard; Editorin-Chief, Wash. L. Rey. Teaching
Fellow, Harvard, '61-:63; Prof.
Univ. of Texas, since i963.

KRAMER, JOHN ROBOO' Assoc. Prof. Georgetown Univ,
Ll\W , G~D,~er. ,,', L,L.~ .•. nfJarvarPi
Law Clerk ; . 9t~d::\l'cu!~-, cL , ~f
Appeals; Asst. U. S. Atty., D. C.;
private practice.
LORD, HENRY R. - Deputy
Attorney General - State of
Maryland. A.B., Princeton; J.D.,
Univ. of Virginia. Law Clerk
Maryland , Court of Appeals.
POCK, MAXIMILLIAN A.
Prof. George Wash. Univ. Nat'1.
Law Center since. 1!l6~ . J.D.,
' Univ. of ' Iowa; S.J.D., Univ. of
Michigan; Cook Fellow ' Michigan.
ROSSI, FAUST F. - Prof. Cornell
Law School since 1970. B.A.
Univ. of Toronto; J.D., Cornell,
Note Editor Cornell L. Rev.; Tax
Trial Atty., Dept. of Justice;
Consult., N . .Y. Trial Lawyers
Comm. Proj. on Proposed Fild.
Rules of Evidence.
SCOTT, ROBERT E. - Prof. Coli.
of Wm. and Mary, MarshallWythe School of Law. B.A.,
Oberlin; J.D., Wm. & Mary,
Editor-in-Chief, L. Rev.; LL.M.,
Univ. of Michigan, Cook Fellow.
Co-author of book on the law ()f
real property.

SHAPIRO, RONALD M - A.B.,
Haverford; J.D., Harvard, cmn
laude; Lecturer in Law - Uni". of
Md. '68-'71, Univ. of Baltimore'
~ecturerH" JMp8 1 ~op~ins f IJniv,,\
Bar:Assoc. al1d rothet·C0ntinuing
Legal Education ' Programs;
author of numerous articles;
Securities Commissioner - State
of Md.; private practice.
SPAK, MICHAEL I. - Prof. De
Paul Univ. Coli. of Law. B.S.,
J .D., De Paul Univ. Assoc. Ed.
De Paul L. Rev., Ford Foundation Fellow - Northwestern;
Atty. - Adv., Fed. Trade Comm.;
-Author - Thesis Calling for
Appellate Review of Criminal
Sentences. Member: Judge
Advocate Ass'n., III. Comm. on
Appellate Review of Criminal
Sentences; Adv., Chicago Police
Dept.
STEADMAN, JOHN M. - Prof.
Georgetown Univ. A.B., Yale;
LL.B., Harvard, Law Review.
Former Att'y Adv. U.S. Dept. of
Justice; Deputy Undersecretary
of the Army; Spec. Asst. to
Sec'y. of Defense; Gen. Counsel . Dept. of the Air Force.
STILLER, STUART _ B.A.,
Cornell; J .D., Georgetown;
Adjunct Prof. Catholic Univ.
Law School; Chief, Family Div.
of the Public Defender S~vice,
D.C.
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COME 'IN AND COMPARE OUR MATERIALS
• MARYLAND VOLUME • MULTISTATE VOLUME • MINI-REVIEW VOLUME -

Written by the MODERN staff,
experienced with the essay
portion of the Bar Exam.
Compiled by the BRI National
Faculty, representing the
leading law schools across the
country.
Concise Multistate outlines plus
Con. Law and Secured Transactions with practice exams and
model answers.

